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Wagner, the advocate of love, who in his music sounds
the whole scale of feeling from Tristan down to incestuous
passion, and from Tristan up to the loftiest spirituality
of the Grail, and Nietzsche, the advocate of power and
of the victorious will of the individuality- In his last and
loftiest utterance Wagner took hold of the Grail legend,
as Goethe selected Dante, while Nietzsche chose the
image of a lordly caste and a lordly morality, an image
which had found its embodiment in many a fair-haired
heroic and knightly figure of the Middle Ages. Wagner
breaks the bonds that stifle love, while Nietzsche shatters
the "tables of value" that cramp the individuality. They
both strive after similar goals, while at the same time
creating irremediable discord, for, where love is, individual
power can never prevail, while the dominating power of
the individual precludes the reign of love,
The fact that three of the greatest of German minds
should fasten upon early medieval psychology in their most
important works, is, in my view, proof enough that there
is still an unanswered problem surviving from that age.
It may be well, therefore, to try and gain a nearer
view of this question. For I have a strong impression
that the mysterious something which sprang to life in
certain knightly orders of that time (the Templars for
instance), and which seems to have found its expression
in the legend of the Grail, may possibly contain a shoot
or bud of a new orientation to life, in other words a new
symbol. The non-Christian or Gnostic character of the
Grail symbol takes us back to those Early Christian
heresies, those almost grandiose foundations, which con-
ceal so great an abundance of daring and brilliant
ideas. Now the Gnosis displays unconscious psychology
in full flower, perhaps in almost perverse luxuriance; it
reveals, therefore, that very element which most stoutly
resists the 'regula fidei', that Promethean and creative

